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ONE OF THE BEST SUPERYACHT 
CRUISING GROUNDS IN THE WORLD
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INTRODUCTION

From the turquoise blue waters, dramatic waterfalls, secluded coves and  

medieval towns rich in cultural history and life, discover all what Croatia has 

to offer from the comfort and luxury on-board MY QUARANTA. A destination 

with over 1,400 islands to explore, a yacht charter in Croatia is the ideal way to 

reconnect with Mother Nature, admire the richest stretches of land for natural 

beauty and experience the stunning wonders of the country.

Take home memories of marvelling the blue waters with a mountainous  

backdrop, island hopping along the breath-taking coast and exploring some  

of the most impressive grottoes and lakes in the Mediterranean. Likewise, guests 

can look forward to enjoying stellar vineyards, fresh seafood and bathe in the 

culture by strolling through the medieval towns rich with history. For those  

that also seek a cosmopolitan thrill, glamourous Hvar fulfils any need for retail 

therapy and offers plenty of fantastic nightlife. Enjoy all of this and more  

on-board MY QUARANTA, a luxury charter yacht prepared to take  

you along this magical destination.
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SUMMER CLIMATE IN CROATIA

Croatia has two climates, as you may well expect – one along the coastline, and  

one for the interior of the country. Coastal Croatia has warm to hot summers , 

with July and August being the hottest months. For those planning on enjoying 

Croatia during the low season, swimming should be in order from mid to late  

May. For those venturing in the interior, average temperatures in the summer 

would be around the low 20s °C (70°F).
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DAY 1  —  SPLIT – MILNA

Start your Croatia yacht charter holiday from Split harbour. Set sail around lunch 

time and towards Milna where you will spend your first night on board. 

Milna is a village and municipality on the western side of the island of Brac,  

Split-Dalmatia country, Croatia. It is situated in a deep bay oriented towards  

the island of Mrduja and Split Channel, on the west.
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DAY 2  —  MILNA - HVAR

The next day, continue your cruise towards Hvar, stopping to swim and make  

use of the great variety of MY QUARANTA’s watertoys in the stunning water 

along the way. Hvar is the longest island in the Adriatic and is one of  

Croatia’s hotspots. 

The city offers plenty of restaurants, bars and cafes that are open long into  

the night.
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DAY 3  —  HVAR – KORCULA

Wake up in Korcula, the birthplace of Marco Polo. Another cruising day with  

swim stops on the way. In Korcula, you can visit Marco Polo’s house before a 

sunset cocktail. 

The Korcula coastline is blessed with many pebble beaches and little inlets  

that offer a warm and tranquil atmosphere. In addition, you will enjoy a mild 

climate with a peaceful and relaxing atmosphere.
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DAY 4  —  KORCULA - DUBROVNIK

After one of Chef Conrad’s delectable breakfast, set sail for Dubrovnik while 

enjoying the beautiful scenery on the way to the city. Once in Dubrovnik, take  

a walk through Stradun, a promenade and square inside the city walls or for 

those with a bit more energy, walk along the top of the 1,940m long city walls. 

It is said that those who are looking for paradise on earth should come to 

Dubrovnik. The churches, monasteries and museums ornamented with finely 

carved stone recall an eventful history and a vibrant artistic tradition.
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DAY 5  —  DUBROVNIK - MLJET

Start the journey towards Mljet where you can explore the salt lakes in the 

National Park by foot, bicycle or scooter. Enjoy the sun and sea on this  

peaceful island. 

Mljet is renowned in the area for hosting the Port of Polace which is the principal 

harbour and the main port of call for Ferries in the northern part of the island.
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DAY 6  —  MLJET - MAKARSKA

From Mljet, cruise across the Makarska Riviera located on the coast of mainland 

Croatia, where you can spend the afternoon swimming at one of the many 

beautiful beaches on the Riviera. 

The town of Makarska is situated in one of the most beautiful parts of the  

Adriatic coast called the Makarska Riviera which is renowned for offering the 

clearness of the blue sea with long pebbly beaches and many pine forests.
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AN ABUNDANCE OF
NATURAL WONDERS




